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Lighting the way it should be from The Lighting Book brought to you by The Lighting Company. Quality lighting at affordable prices. Includes the concept collection, ranges of matching lighting, decorative light fittings, pendants, wall lights, flushes, recessed and spots, bathroom lighting, table lamps from Park Brass and outdoor lights. A great book light is like a friend that keeps you company on your bookish adventures late into the night. Best of all, book lights let us indulge in the written word without disturbing our partners. For you musicians out there, a quality book light offers quiet support during hours of practice. Unlike other book lights, the Cesunlight doesn't clip onto your book. Instead, you can hang it around on the back of your neck, and have the light heads pivoting from your shoulders. The Lighting Secrets of the World's Best Wedding Photographers. Discover dramatic and original lighting techniques to improve your wedding photography! Click to Buy. The most comprehensive wealth of practical lighting information I've ever seen! - Lanny Mann. “The LIT book is the most comprehensive wealth of practical lighting information I've ever seen. Thanks for illuminating the way!” Trevor Dayley. “The LIT book is exactly what photographers are looking for!”